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TEACH Perks: Winners claim your books!
Congratulations to Dr. Kye Kim and Dr. Judy Cusumano for being selected as this month’s book drawing winners!
Winners were randomly selected from those in attendance at our last TEACH session. Remember to join us for upcoming TEACH events for your opportunity to win a future TEACH drawing. Winners, please make sure to pick up
your copies of “Make it Stick” at our next TEACH session or email teach@carilionclinic.org to organize a different
pick up or delivery method.

March Education Grand Rounds – Register Now!
Please join us for our March 2018 Education Grand Rounds Session, “Teaching Communication Skills in the Clinical Workplace” presented by Marcy Rosenbaum, PhD (Professor of Family Medicine, The University of Iowa College of Medicine). Click here to register for 1 of 3 opportunities to attend.
Mon, March 26, 2018 12 to 1pm / Mon, March 26, 2018 5:30 to 6:30pm / Tuesday, March 27, 2018 7 to 8am

Dean’s Forum on Hot Topics & Challenges in Medical Education – Register Now!
Register now for our upcoming Dean’s Forum on Hot Topics & Challenges in Medical Education, “Interpreting and
Responding to Learner Feedback” with Kim Filer PhD (Director of Center for Instructional Development and Educational Research and Assistant Provost for Teaching and Learning, Virginia Tech).
Click here to register for 1 of 3 opportunities to attend.
Tues, April 17, 2018 5:30pm-6:30pm / Wed, April 18, 2018 7am – 8am / Wed, April 18, 2018 12-1pm

TEACH Journal Club - TEACH Members Come on Down!
Our next TEACH Journal Club is scheduled for April 27 at noon in the CRMH ED (1 South) Conference Room with
facilitator Dr. Wilton Kennedy. The article to be discussed is Hidden Curricula, Ethics, and Professionalism: Optimizing Clinical Learning Environments in Becoming and Being a Physician. Bring your lunch!

Health Professions Education Survey Development Article – Try using a checklist!
In an environment where surveys are distributed to faculty and learners at a rapid rate, creating a meaningful yet
brief survey tool is imperative. A successful survey needs to be clear, concise, and allow the respondent to provide
answers that help inform your study. Thanks to the work of famed surgeon Atul Gawande, we all know checklists
are useful in the high stakes surgery field. In the less high stakes (but equally important) world of health professions
education, survey development can be a daunting and confusing task for even the most seasoned educators. So
what happens when we use a simple check-list to help improve the quality and efficacy of our surveys? If you are
planning to develop or distribute your own survey, take the time to read this article and review the helpful survey
checklist that was developed by the authors to help reduce survey error.

New Center for Simulation, Research and Patient Safety – Simulate your way to success!
Last month marked the opening of the new Center for Simulation, Research, and Patient Safety (CSRPS). This
exciting new venue will provide endless opportunity for enhanced learning and improvements to patient care. We
encourage faculty to take advantage of the new and improved space to engage themselves and their learners in
integrated education, clinical practice improvement and research. To learn more about the CSRPS or to reach out
to a member of their team, please visit by clicking here.
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